GigXero Inc. Provides the Area’s Fastest Internet to Tech Week Sponsor Onyx Equities
Newark, NJ, October 14, 2019—Today kicks off the Fourth Annual Newark Tech Week, a
week-long celebration that provides all tech-based businesses in Newark with an outlet to
connect and hear about innovations in the city. The Tech Week includes signature events like
Women in Tech and The Gaming Summit.
Onyx Equities hosted the Newark Tech Week’s introductory event, The Innovation Summit,
attended by the likes of Councilwoman LaMonica McIver and Bernel Hall of Invest Newark.
Additionally, Kris Pacunas, the President and CEO of GigXero Inc., spearheaded the summit’s
launch panel. Pacunas made one of the most exciting announcements of the opening ceremonies
is that tenants in three Onyx buildings can now instantly connect to Newark Fiber by GigXero
Inc., which means that Onyx tenants will be able to enjoy the fastest internet in the region. In
fact, Newark is one of only three locations in the US that offers this type of ten gigabyte
connectivity.
And this super-fast speed comes with a discount tag, according to GigXero’s President: “A fiber
gigabit circuit would normally be priced in the $2,000-$4,000 range and above and take up to six
months for connectivity but with the network already in place, we can do this for Gateway
tenants at a fraction of the price within two weeks,” says Pacunas.
Supercharged internet is just one of the exciting things to come out of Newark Tech Week. The
rest of the week promises conversations on Health & Tech, panels on Women in Tech, and a
Startup Funding Workshop. From meetups to funding opportunities, Newark Tech Week is a
week-long celebration of Newark-based technology—all thanks to great sponsors like Onyx
Equities, which runs on Newark Fiber by GigXero, Inc.
***
About GigXero Inc.
GigXero is an internet service provider committed to transforming buildings, properties, and
entire communities with faster, more secure, privacy-centric, reliable internet. They have
revolutionized rapid deployment gigabit and multi-gigabit internet networks using our custom
approach and our GigX(TM) cloud platform delivering the ultimate internet experience to
innovators, scholars, professionals, businesses and today’s tech communities. Find out more or
contact them at https://www.gigxero.com/.

